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Softchoice Security Solutions
Mitigating risk, allowing you to focus on growth and innovation

Assessment-Led 

We start with a snapshot of your current IT environment, identify your security 

needs, and design an integrated solution that bridges the gap. 

Top Vendors

We use our industry-best vendor partner network to implement agnostic solutions 

based on your needs and your budget.  

Integrated Solutions

We design integrated solutions that protect everything you use to create, store 

and share your work, including: client computing, the datacenter, and cloud.

The Softchoice difference

Our goal is to help you select and implement the right data protection strategy for your 

organization. We believe in an assessment-led approach that first identifies what you 

need to protect, and then qualifies and quantifies your data protection risks and opportunities. 

With an accurate assessment of your current security posture, you’ll leverage our Security 

Architects to take a vendor agnostic approach to designing the optimal solution. This approach 

typically results in cost savings of 40 to 60 percent. Softchoice partners with every major 

security vendor, so we have no bias as to what will work best for your IT environment. 

Softchoice has Security Architects in all the other major technology categories – including 

client computing, datacenter, and cloud – who work together to design integrated 

solutions. This is different from other security providers who aim to sell specific 

technologies and often miss the bigger picture.  
 

At Softchoice, the only thing that matters is making your environment more secure.

Our Assessments

From health checks to vulnerability and 

compliance reviews, Softchoice offers a 

complete repertoire of security assessments 

that ensure we start to design your security 

solution from the right place

Network Vulnerability Assessments
Our engineers scan your IP ranges to identify 

network-based vulnerabilities that hackers may 

take advantage of in your network. 

Web Application Vulnerability Assessments
As the weakest link in network security, 

our specialists assess your websites for 

vulnerabilities within the code itself. 

Malicious Activity Assessments
Using the latest technology, Softchoice detects 

threats that are already in your network. 
 

Data Loss Prevention Assessments
We identify your critical data, establish where it 

goes, and who accesses it.
 

Mobility TechCheck
We determine how many mobile devices 

are connecting to your environment, and the 

devices and data being used.
 

SaaS TechCheck
Find out which Software-as-a-Service applications 

are in your environment, including those for 

cloud storage, file sharing, and remote access. 

Security TechCheck
Part of our IT Asset Management assessment, 

we determine the software installed on your 

devices and correlate vulnerabilities with them.


